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Abstract - The aim of this work is to improve performance of 

ODMP protocol to build a scalable, efficient, reliable and 
incrementally deployable Protocols for supporting real time  
media distribution. We presents two self-improvement 
techniques proposed by the ODMP-E protocol, namely, mesh 
self-improvement and cluster self-improvement. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The ODMP framework, A two-tier overlay network  

consisting of a mesh core and several clusters have the 

potential of supporting large-scale multimedia distribution 
services. However, the  quality of data path can be 

instable and the average loss rate can also  largely 

increase because of changes in membership dynamically 

(e.g. new member joining). In this paper, we extend the 

basic ODMP protocol with self-improvement algorithms 

to provide a better service  hierarchy for delivery, 

regarding its scalability, efficiency and reliability. The 

proposed self-improvement mechanisms are actually 

protocol-independent. They can be  

applied to any overlay hierarchy, such as mesh based or 

tree-based structure. In this paper, we implement  them 
into a ODMP framework to check  how the mechanisms 

about self-improvement can be used to improve the 

quality of  data delivery hierarchy. 

 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 

Section 1.1 presents two self-improvement techniques 

proposed by the ODMP-E protocol, namely, mesh self-

improvement and cluster self-improvement. Section 1.2 

focuses on proving the performance of the ODMP-E 

protocol. For the analysis of performance, we have 

considered two aspects  through the simulation, i.e., data 

path quality, control overhead and packet loss. The 
comparisons in Section 1.2 gives us  the correctness of 

our hypothesis that self-improvement mechanisms  

enhance the reliability and also  improve the efficiency of 

the data delivery hierarchy. Section 1.3 gives a  summary 

of this paper. 

 

 

 

 

1.1Self-improvement Mechanisms 
 

The ODMP framework depends  on a dynamic mesh to 

distribute the media data to a large number of end hosts. 
However, the  mesh constructed can be sub-optimal, 

because (i) initial neighbor selection during a member 

joining in the group have limited topology information; 

(ii) changes of the  members  dynamically due to group 

member joining or leaving; (iii) underlying network 

conditions, such as traffic load ,routing may be  varying. 

ODMP-E provides two self-improvement mechanisms in 

order to gracefully enhance the performance of the ODMP 

framework (e.g., to expand available bandwidth over the 

network). 

 

1.1.1 Mesh Self-improvement 
 

In ODMP-E, the  members of the mesh periodically 

exchange messages with each other in order to track the 

dynamic changes of other  members in a mesh. As we 

mentioned in Section 4.5.1, the number of interleaved 

spanning tree has a great effect on the efficiency of the 

data delivery. However, because of  dynamic membership 

changes the quality of the established mesh may degrade. 

ODMP-E permits an incremental improvement of mesh 
quality by dropping low-performance links and adding 

additional high-performance links . 

 

Join Additional Mesh Link 
 

Members of Mesh probe each other at random and new 

links can be added depending on the perceived utility 

gain. Here, to reflect the mesh quality an utility is defined 

in Algorithm 1.1.1 following which , members continue to 

monitor the utility of the existing links, and drop links 

which are perceived as useless. Our purpose here is to 
provide a good-quality mesh which can ensure between 

any pair of mesh members, the paths within the mesh  

provides better performance compare to the performance 

provided by the unicast path between them. To illustrate 

an  idea, we suggests  an example of adding useful links 

between a pair of ODMP members in a mesh. Let v be a 
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super node, v selects randomly a non-adjacent super node, 

say u, and sends a request for u’s routing table as well as  

current available mesh degree. Upon receiving the routing 

table, v evaluates the utility of the link {u, v}, namely, 

U(u,v). Suppose as the routing metric latency is used, v 

measures the RTT (Round-Trip Time ) between u and v. 
In this case, the utility U(u,v) is calculated using the 

algorithm 1.1.1. 

 

The above algorithm is similar to the one proposed in 

[91], however, different in  design function we extend this 

algorithm with gain considerations: v calculates  how a 

performance of its routes could be significantly change if 

link {u,v} is added. i.e, we propose an utility threshold to 

evaluate whether the adding link between them is 

desirable. Such a threshold depending on the number of 

existing super nodes, and the available degree of mesh for 

u and v. If U(u,v) is above the threshold, v should send a 
request, “AddLinkMsg” in our implementation, to u if u 

still have available mesh degree. 

 

Algorithm 1.1: Utility for Mesh Self-Improvement 

 

For for member v do 

U(u,v) = 0 

CL = current latency in u and v within  the mesh 

improvement 

NL = new latency between u and v within the mesh 

if new edge u-v  added 
if NL < CL then 

U(u,v) + =(CL – NL)/CL 

end if 

end for 

 

The  message flow is shown in Fig 1.1. 

 

Simply, u will not refuse for the  addition of  the link but 

at the same time if there is a super node s, which adds a 

link {u, s}, possibly ,the super node u breaks the 

connection to a non-super node . 

 

 
Fig 1.1 : Example of additional mesh links 

If it fails, since u’s consensus threshold increases, u 

immediately  drops a link anyway. 

 

Deletion of Mesh Link 
 

Besides periodical adding the  links to a mesh, each 
member of mesh  periodically considers to drop an 

inefficient link. Dropping an link is easy than adding an 

extra link as it may require no message exchange. For 

example, v updates the last routing updations received 

from  neighbors and computes the consensus cost of every 

link, such as {u,v} as described in [91]. However, each 

group member can be selected as a source in Narada. In 

our case,  we  consider only one source and therefore, it is 

useful to focus on optimization of  the routes from 

receivers to the source. In our implementation, it is not 

feasible to drop a link which is within  the shortest path 

between v and the source, or between u and the source. 
Otherwise, it effects  on all optimal links of v and u. As a 

complimentary to [91], we propose the approach as given. 

Suppose c is the minimum value of the calculated  

consensus costs and  If c is less than  the consensus 

threshold that relies on v’s current available degree of 

mesh  and the number of super nodes, the corresponding 

link is dropped {u,v}. To drop the link, v notifies u by 

sending a “DropLinkMsg”, and both of their super nodes 

update their internal database, in particular, the routing 

tables. If a “DropLinkMsg” is somewhere lost, v sends a 

message again when it receives a next refresh message 
from u. 

 

1.1.2 Cluster Self-improvement 
 

Here we suggest the self-improvement mechanisms as a 

cluster member having a higher capacity than its parent 

node can be promoted. Usually , the direct children and 

their parent can swap their positions. After promotion, the 

former child becomes the new parent and its former 
parent may become the current child. Still, there are  some 

factors which affect the mechanism: 

 

• the involved number of nodes in the promotion 

• the participated nodes reliability . 

• after promotion, the existing tree re-construction may be  

 

complicated since the promoted child may  not have 

enough bandwidth to accept all existing end hosts as its 

children. We describe a idea by taking the following 

example shown in Fig 1.2, suppose that node 1.1.2 has  

high capacity than its parent node 1.1 based on the 
capacity comparison. Then, node 1.1.2 sends a promotion 

request to node 1.1. After some    authorization check, 

node 1.1 acknowledges the request and sends back a 

status report which contains the address of node s. Here, it 

is necessary that node 1.1 waits till node s has received a 
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breakup request. Otherwise, the join request from 1.1.2 

may arrive earlier, which  causes a loop in the overlay 

tree. 

 

Then, node 1.1 breaks the connections with node s and 

1.1.2. However, node 1.1 keeps node s as its backup 
parent in case node 1.1.2 is leaving or unreachable. 

Moreover, node s considers node 1.1 as it temporary 

child. At the same time, node 1.1.2 contacts node s and 

notifies node 1.1 to be its child. Once node 1.1 receives 

the notification and rejoins the tree as the child of node 

1.1.2, it may break the connection with node 1.1.1 if node 

1.1.2 still has available capacity. In the following 

example, node 1.1.2 can support at least three children. 

Therefore, after the first swap, the node 1.1.1 requests to 

join as one child of node 1.1.2. 

 

 

 
Fig: 1.2 Example of Cluster self improvement 

 

As shown in Fig 1.3. the message flow of the promotion 
example, Because of our strategy of constructing the 

overlay hierarchy, nodes at the bottom  of the overlay are 

either leaf nodes ,transient nodes or new comers. Cluster 

improvement algorithm described above allows the 

newcomers who have higher capacities can “climb” from 

the bottom level to a higher level after some switching 

stages. In real facts, this  is  important for new customers 

which have higher capacity and willing to share their 

resources can get better quality of service. For example, a 

new comer at the lower level could switch with its parent 

if its capacity exceeds the current parent (over a 
predefined threshold). However , an appropriate threshold 

( defined in Sec 1.2.1) should be chosen to avoid 

unnecessary switching as if the child has a smaller 

bandwidth support, it will be ultimately placed below the 

parent. The main aim  of this is to reduce the effects of 

frequent changes in the overlay so that only a small part 

of a overlay multicast tree will be affected and needs to be 

re-constructed after the dynamic changes. 

 

1.1.3 Extended Messages 

 

We need to extend the messages defined in paper 3 to 

support self-improvement mechanisms. Table 1.1 lists the 

ODMP-E messages. In this ,Routing TableReq and  

RoutingTableResp messages are used to get the 

information for 

 
 

Fig: 1.3 Message flow of self improvement 

 

evaluating random links. If the adding of links is decided 

by one member in a mesh, it sends AddLinkMsg for 

adding the evaluated link to another  member in a mesh. 
Similarly, DropLinkMsg is used to request for dropping 

unuseful links. Note the first six messages are extended to 

support mesh self-improvement mechanisms. Therefore, 

they are only exchanged between members in a mesh. 

For the self-improvement mechanisms in the cluster, the 

last six messages are defined. Meanwhile, Promotion 

Request and Promotion Response messages are used to 

determine whether the swap between parent node and the 

child node is allowed. Once a promotion is confirmed, the 

child node tries to break the existing links with other 

nodes through Break Request and Break Response 

messages. additionally, Join Notification is used to notify 
the partitioned nodes to rejoin the group. 

In addition, these partitioned nodes can request the new 

parent for joining the group. When such a joining 

procedure fails, they can follow the initial join phase [1]. 

 

1.2 Performance Evaluation 

 
The established mesh core may not be optimal due to the 

frequent member joining/leaving as observed and implies 
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the quality of path length may be also affected. Therefore, 

we wish to implement a mesh self-improvement 

mechanisms to  enhance the mesh performance. Due to 

this reason, we implement the self-improvement in each 

cluster. 

 
However ,In this section, we proves the effectiveness of 

the two self-improvement mechanisms through measuring 

the data path length, loss rate ,stress and control overhead. 

 

 
 

1.2.1 Simulation Setup 
 

We use approach to build the underlying network 

topologies in the following simulation: 

 

1) NED-oriented topology generation 
 

For the performance evaluation of ODMP-E , following 

parameters are configured  

 

• Target Overlay Terminal Num: Values between 

128 and 2,048. 

• Threshold for Promotion: threshold = 100,000 bit 

= 100 kb. As the multimedia session sends data 

at a constant bit rate of  128 and 256 kbps. 

• we set  low bandwidth values for the end hosts. It 

is possible to support up to 2 Mbps bit rate. 

•    Refresh Mesh Interval: 2.5 seconds. It  defines the   

      period for refreshing the  mesh core. 

• Refresh Timer: 3.5 seconds. It is used to 

periodically trigger the message exchanges among 
cluster members. 

• Utility Interval: 5.0 seconds, which is a period 

used to consider adding/deleting random links. 

 

In the following  comparisons, The entire set of members 

join in the first 200 sec, and  run the simulation for 

another 1,800 sec to allow a topology to be stabilized. i.e, 

the performance of ODMP-E will be evaluated using two 

phases: joining phase and stabilization phase. 

 

1.2.2  Topology : Scenario  
 
As Narada does not scale well ( support up to 512 end 

hosts), in this scenario we only perform the experiments 

and compare with NICE. We measured the router stress, 

link stress and control overhead regarding different group 

sizes. 

 

Fig 1.4 shows the comparison of router stress with various 

group sizes. ODMP-E has much less router stress (around 
20%) as Compared with NICE,  in addition , the 

performance of ODMP-E is quite stable regardless of the 

group size changes. When the group size becomes larger 

,the performance of ODMP-E still keeps stable, but the 

router stress caused by NICE increases . 

 

       ODMP                        

                                                                     NICE 

          ODMP-

E 

 
 

 

 
Fig :1.4 Comparison of Router Stress 

 

In a stabilized circumstances, the self-optimized ODMP-
aware mesh and clusters can provide high efficiency of 

data delivery by adding efficient links and deleting 

inefficient links  and as well as promoting high capable 

nodes near the overlay core. In contrast ,, when the group 

size becomes large NICE has even deeper layered 

hierarchy and more separated clusters within each layer, 

which enlarges the possibility of redundant transmission 

over the routers. 

 

The router stress produced by ODMP is relatively stable. 

Fig 1.5 shows comparison of link stress between NICE, 

ODMP and ODMP-E. Usually, ODMP-E can achieve 
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much better performance than ODMP. Also, because of  

the gradually optimized overlay hierarchy the link stress 

of ODMP-E is quite stable. Such an observation exactly 

results  that the ODMP-E protocol is very important and 

helpful to improve the  efficiency and stability  of the data 

delivery in the ODMP framework. 
 

                                              ODMP             

                                                                     ODMP-E 

      

      NICE 

 
Fig1.5 : Comparison of link stress 

 

ODMP-E has comparatively less link stress though its 

underlying network as compared with NICE, when 

configd with 5,000 routers. Specifically when the group 

size is less than 1,000, the router stress of the ODMP-E 

protocol is up to 15% less than that of NICE. When the 

group size is larger than 1,500, the performance of NICE 

is a bit better than ODMP-E.  
 

NICE     ODMP 

                        ODMP-

E 

 

 
Fig 1.6:Comparison of Control Overhead 

 

NICE overlay hierarchy have  control overhead  is much 

higher than both ODMP and ODMP-E. As the control 
overhead of NICE is become serious in a highly dynamic 

environment. The main reason causes such an 

phenomenon is that maintenance of multi-layered 

hierarchy is very costly especially when the group size is 

large. Since  the optimized overlay hierarchy can reduce 

the message exchanges for joining the multicast session, 

the control overhead causes by ODMP-E is even less than 
ODMP. Suppose high capacity nodes have been promoted 

to the high level of the hierarchy, it is easier for 

newcomers to find available parents to join the group. 

Which concludes: 

 1) ODMP-E can achieve more efficient data delivery than 

NICE and ODMP.  

2) ODMP-E can largely enhance the performance of 

ODMP in a relatively stable environment. 

3)control overhead caused by the ODMP and ODMP-E 

protocols is stable and much less than that of NICE, even 

when the group size becomes large.  

 

1.3 Summary 

 
Self-improved ODMP protocol (ODMP-E) is proposed to 

periodically optimize the established ODMP-aware 

overlay mesh and clusters. 

 
To improve the quality of service delivery hierarchy, we 

define a utility threshold in the  mesh self-improvement to 

prove whether the adding link between super nodes is 

desirable. This threshold can drastically reduce the cost of 

unnecessary link changes. 

 

ODMP-E has been validated to further enhance the 

performance of ODMP in terms of scalability, reliability 

and efficiency. The simulation results have proved that 

self-improvement mechanisms can largely help 

optimizing the ODMP clusters in reducing control 

overhead and the packet loss . 

 

 

2. Conclusion 

 
For link stress, ODMP-E can achieve very competitive 

performance .The performance of ODMP-E is better than 

that of NICE with much less router stress and much less 

control overhead. Overall, we conclude  thatODMP-E can 

assist the ODMP framework to be scalable, stable and 

efficient in supporting large-scale media distribution 

services.  
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